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Introduction

Celebrte Ward Gventer, David Martin Jones
and M.L.R. Smith

The rise and fall of intellectual fashions is something that analysts sometimes ponder, attempting to discern the factors that inspired them and the manner in which they eventually fade into irrelevance. The past ten years witnessed the rise to ascendancy of counter-insurgency orthodoxy within military, political, and academic circles, notably in Washington and Westminster. The origins of this orthodoxy are not hard to trace. They date from 11 September 2001 when the al-Qaeda jihadist network hijacked four airliners, two of which were flown into the Twin Towers of the World Trade Center in New York, the other striking the Pentagon in Alexandria, Virginia, while the fourth crashed into a Pennsylvania field. The loss of nearly 3,000 lives on that fateful day was the defining factor that eventually saw counter-insurgency as its logical response.

At first, analytical attention in the wake of this attack focused on the al-Qaeda network and its capacity for ‘asymmetric’ assaults on Western targets. The years following 9/11 saw further deadly attacks and conspiracies by al-Qaeda franchises, most notably in the cities of Western Europe, the Middle East, and Southeast Asia. Many of these attacks were perpetrated by so-called ‘home-grown’ jihadists. Consequently, among other things, much attention focused on how states could secure themselves from such threats through the provision of legal and intelligence measures, strengthening internal resilience through greater social cohesion, mutual cooperation between threatened states, and programmes that aimed to ‘de-radicalise’ either actual or potential jihadist operatives.

Much of the practical and scholarly work undertaken by governments, defence planners, and academics in the first few years after 9/11 may reasonably be described as the first wave of counter-insurgency thinking (although it was not labelled such at the time), concerned as it was with understanding, confronting, and defeating the attempt by violent, transnational jihadism to disturb the modern secular Western world order through a programme of radical subversion. This initial wave was the harbinger of a more distinctly counter-insurgent-focused second wave that broke after 2004. In the weeks following the...
9/11 attacks Western coalition forces invaded Afghanistan. The hard-line Islamic Taliban regime that had provided a safe haven for the core leadership of al-Qaeda was swiftly deposed. Western forces subsequently assumed an uneasy posture supporting the new Afghan government under Hamid Karzai, whose authority was under constant armed challenge from the remnants of the Taliban, particularly in the Pashtun heartlands of Helmand Province. The difficulties Western forces faced in addressing an ethnically fragmented and fragile Afghanistan society whilst propping up the increasingly corrupt Karzai government presented seemingly classical counter-insurgency dilemmas in terms of winning the support of the people for the government cause and securing the country against Taliban resistance. Twelve years on, the Afghan conflict, and the problematic Western efforts to end it, remain unresolved.

It was, however, the controversial decision of the US administration of President George W. Bush to invade Iraq in March 2003 that provided the real impetus for the second wave of counter-insurgency writing. The optimism that initially followed the ouster of Saddam Hussein’s regime, which over three decades had systematically brutalised Iraqi society, quickly gave way to uncertainty as the occupation forces faced growing violence and disorder in the country. The combination of Saddam’s fall, the Coalition Provisional Authority’s missteps, a weak transitional government that struggled to establish popular legitimacy, and the lack of troops on the ground helped fuel Iraq’s descent into anarchy. Feuding between the Shiite majority and the once politically dominant Sunni minority population resulted in sectarian conflict, while jihadist elements, now functioning under the umbrella of ‘al-Qaeda in Iraq’, exploited the political vacuum to launch indiscriminate attacks on government targets, coalition troops, and their mainly Shiite religious enemies.

As Iraq fragmented, the provisional authority struggled to interpret and respond to the spreading chaos: counter-insurgency experts, often self-appointed, suggested that the coalition’s military operations were too focused on hard ‘kinetic’ encounters intended to eliminate pockets of militant resistance. In this view, conventional force-on-force concentrations paid insufficient attention to the wider effects of such violence in populated areas, particularly with respect to non-combatant casualties and the collateral damage inflicted. Instead, these observers argued, provision of public services and engagement with the population would help gain their sympathy, and that this would, in turn, isolate extremists. Around the end of 2005, a variety of experts and military officers gathered under the leadership of General David Petraeus, then commander of the US Army’s Combined Arms Center at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, to revise and update the Army’s manual on counter-insurgency. Animated by the belief that the US and its commanders were too ‘conventionally-minded’, these writers drew inspiration, in part, from a range of ‘classical’ writings on counter-insurgency
dating from the British and French experience of de-colonisation in the 1950s and 1960s. These soldier-scholars and their like-minded advisors in the military, academe, and non-governmental think tanks produced Field Manual 3–24 on Counterinsurgency. Utilising concepts of population-centric war and deep cultural knowledge of the enemy, and of the broader society from which it emanated, these officers and planners described a universal set of tactics that, they believed, could be used to effectively defeat any ‘insurgency’.

By the end of 2006, Iraq seemed on the verge of nationwide civil war. The Bush administration looked for a path out of the unfolding disaster. At the end of 2006, just as FM 3–24 was released with great fanfare, the administration appointed General Petraeus to lead a ‘surge’ in US forces in Iraq – an increase of approximately 30,000 troops. Armed with the new manual and accompanied by many of its contributors, Petraeus took over the war in Iraq in early 2007. Over time, violence in Iraq began to decrease, seemingly vindicating the new leadership and, presumably, the implementation of new tactics as defined by the manual. Counter-insurgency seemed to have solved America’s problems in Iraq, and a powerful new narrative emerged: the US replaced ‘conventionally’ minded commanders with allegedly more enlightened ones who, armed with new thinking about war among the people, implemented new tactics to win over the population. The new troops provided the necessary security on the ground to apply the new techniques of counter-insurgency, and to prize tribal chiefs away from al-Qaeda’s embrace in a ‘Sunni awakening’. As a result, violence declined, enabling Iraq to progress to elections, reconciliation, and effective self-government.

This narrative thus assumes recent history unfolding in a dialectic of challenge and response. Retribution for al-Qaeda and its fellow travellers via the invasions of Afghanistan and Iraq followed swiftly upon the attacks on the United States of September 2001. Subsequently, the mishandling of the occupations of these fragile states saw a promising situation slide out of control. However, dynamic, innovative leaders capable of bold, decisive action saved the situation (at least in Iraq). This narrative achieved, between 2007 and 2010, quasi-official sanction. Military handbooks codified the creed of counter-insurgency and media commentary extolled its virtues.\(^4\) Counter-insurgency (COIN) advocates subsequently advanced the doctrine as an all-purpose template for future wars of similar kind.

It was the largely uncritical acceptance of this COIN narrative that forms the background to this edited volume. Even as the COIN myth evolved a number of military and academic commentators, who did not necessarily deny the part that effective leadership and new ways of thinking came to play in Iraq, came to question the theoretical assumptions and anachronistic use of history that seemed to inform the newly minted COIN orthodoxy. The emergence of the neo-COINs as a distinct ‘lobby’ within
the Washington Beltway, promoted by entrepreneurial, but not necessarily always historically informed, enthusiasts, also prompted commentary. Critical voices particularly those with practical knowledge of serving in Iraq, either as soldiers or civil servants, expressed concern at the ease with which this lobby dominated the terms of debate, resisted any questioning of its premises, and sought to exclude from the debate those that might have presented alternative readings both of the accuracy of the COIN narrative of success in Iraq and the broader implications for policy that this intimated.

It was in an attempt to broaden debate about the theory and practice of contemporary counter-insurgency that guided the various authors who have contributed to this book. Its origins lie in a two-day seminar held in June 2012 at the Lyndon B. Johnson Library and Museum, hosted by the Robert S. Strauss Center for International Security and Law at the University of Texas. The chapters in this volume thus present the work of those participants. The seminar brought together a diverse range of views broadly critical of the received wisdom of COIN as it had evolved after 2002. Those involved included academics, journalists, former military commanders, and former civil servants or advisors with experience of Iraq and Afghanistan. They address the subject of COIN from different standpoints. It was the intention of the seminar to allow contributors to speak, where relevant, from their own experience, and from their own professional perspectives rather than through a predetermined academic framework. This pluralism is evident in the following chapters, which reflect the differing perspectives of the scholar, the journalist, the soldier, the civil servant, and the political advisor. The editors considered such pluralism vital to raising crucial questions about the viability of the contemporary COIN advocacy. Consequently, this volume raises questions about the theoretical basis and plausibility of counter-insurgency as a distinct concept, points to the shaky historical assumptions that underlie COIN, critically evaluates case studies of examples of supposedly successful counter-insurgency practice, and presents assessments of the accuracy of the existing COIN narrative of success in Iraq, and its questionable relevance for other arenas of future conflict.

Contributors addressed the problem of COIN from three general perspectives, which form the major sections of this volume: (1) the theory of COIN and its historical underpinnings; (2) COIN in Iraq and Afghanistan; and (3) COIN and future warfare. Each of these broad categories is a critical aspect of the recent debate over COIN and merits further discussion. While by no means a comprehensive assessment of COIN, the contributions of this volume represent the beginning of a broad challenge that, it is hoped, will continue to receive the attention of scholars and practitioners.

While the modern-day counter-insurgency advocates achieved great influence over policy making in the course of the last decade, the high watermark of their impact has begun to recede. Arguably, this has happened as the claims of counter-insurgency have come under scrutiny from the
interrogative voices of the kind represented in this volume. Nevertheless, the intractability of ongoing practical problems, most clearly illustrated by the instability in Afghanistan that has long bedevilled Western forces in that country, underscores the criticism that the COIN template possesses qualities that are far from relevant and timeless.

Moreover, the power of the COIN narrative still exerts its potency in popular commentary, and remains, to some extent, embedded in influential sections of the armed forces and defence establishments in the United States, the United Kingdom, and elsewhere. The overarching view of the majority of the contributors to this volume is that COIN’s conceptual underpinnings are weak, its practical claims questionable, and that COIN does not represent the way of war for the future. Irrespective, though, of whether we have ultimately witnessed the passing of the ‘new’ counter-insurgency era, the primary goal of this collection of essays is to represent a range of sceptical analysis, the validity of which informed readers can weigh up in their own mind against the claims of COIN advocates.

Notes

3. In fact, US troops throughout the conflict routinely conducted engagement with the population and spent billions in reconstruction funds to build schools, sewage plants, electrical production and distribution facilities, roads, and hospitals.
5. See, for example, Fred Kaplan, *The Insurgents: David Petraeus and the Plot to Change the American Way of War* (New York: Simon and Schuster, 2013).
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